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Abstract. An electric vehicle is a promising and futuristic automobile
propelled by electric motor(s), using electrical energy stored in batteries
or another energy storage device. Due to the need of battery recharging,
the cars will be required to visit recharging infrastructure very frequently.
This may disclose the users’ private information, such as their location,
which may expose users’ privacy. In this paper, we provide mechanisms
to enhance location privacy of electric vehicles at the right time, by
proposing an anonymous payment system with privacy protection sup-
port. Our technique further allows traceability in the case where the cars
are stolen.

1 Introduction

An electric vehicle (also known as EV) is powered by an electric motor instead
of a gasoline engine. The electric motor obtains energy from a controller, which
regulates the amount of power based on the driver’s use of an accelerator pedal.
The electric vehicle uses energy stored in its rechargeable batteries, which can be
recharged by the common household electricity for normal charging (slow charg-
ing). Electric vehicles have several potential benefits compared to conventional
internal combustion automobiles that include a significant reduction of urban
air pollution as they do not emit harmful tailpipe pollutants from the onboard
source of power at the point of operation (zero tail pipe emissions); reduced
greenhouse gas emissions from the onboard source of power depending on the
fuel and technology used for electricity generation to charge the batteries; and
less dependence on foreign oil, which for many developed and emerging coun-
tries is a cause of concern due to its vulnerability to price shocks and supply
disruption.

Future electric vehicles may even support Vehicle-to-grid (V2G). The con-
cept allows V2G cars to provide power to help balance loads by “valley filling”
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(charging at night when the demand is low) and “peak shaving” (sending power
back to the grid when the demand is high). It can enable utilizing new ways to
provide regulation services (keeping voltage and frequency stable) and provide
spinning reserves (meet sudden demands for power). In future development, it
has been proposed that such use of electric vehicles could buffer renewable power
sources such as wind power, for example, by storing excess energy produced dur-
ing windy periods and providing it back to the grid during high load periods,
thus effectively stabilizing the intermittency of wind power. If the car has in-
stalled solar panel, it may further generate additional electricity and sell it back
to utilities when it is parked outside under a sunshine. One may also regard this
application of vehicle-to-grid technology as a renewable energy approach that
can penetrate the baseline electric market.

Despite their potential benefits, widespread adoption of electric vehicles faces
several hurdles and limitations. One of the major problems is the driving range.
Most electric vehicles can only go about 100 to 150 km before recharging, while
gasoline vehicles can go over 500 km before refueling. This may be sufficient for
city trips or other short hauls. Nevertheless, people can be concerned that they
would run out of energy from their battery before reaching their destination, a
worry known as the range anxiety.

One of the solutions is to install more fast charging stations with high-speed
charging capability so that consumers could recharge the 100 km battery of their
electric vehicle to 80 percent in about 30 minutes. Electric vehicle drivers may
then charge their vehicles at their homes, offices, shopping malls or car parks
outside restaurants when they are having dinner.

Location Privacy Concern. Paying for recharging in those infrastructures
may disclose the users private information such as their location privacies [1].
Those location privacies include the drivers’ living places, working companies,
the amusement places they usually go, etc. [2–4]. Privacy is regarded as a fun-
damental human right and leaking them is possible to identify at many negative
effects [5–7]. The first one is Location-based “spam”, which means that the loca-
tion information could be used by malicious businesses to bombard an individual
with unsolicited marketing for products or services related to that individuals
location. Another negative effect is that the location can be used to infer an in-
dividual’s political views, state of health, or personal preferences. Furthermore,
the disclosure of location privacy may also result in safety problems. For exam-
ple, it may be used by unscrupulous persons such as the robbers for stalking or
physical attacks.

The location privacy problem does not exist in gasoline cars. There are two
main reasons for that. First, when the car is running out of gasoline, drivers
may choose to pay cash instead of credit card when they pay for the gasoline in
the gas station. Cash is a form of anonymous payment that cannot be traced.
Second, gasoline vehicles do not need to be re-filled within a short distance.
Even for daily drivers they may only re-fill the gasoline once a week. Activities
within that week will be unknown even if they choose to pay by credit card at
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the gas station. Another reason is that EV can support V2G charging which is
not existed in gasoline cars.

We will examine other payment systems and their impact on location privacy
in Section 1.2.

Revocation of Location Privacy at the “RIGHT” time. Yet providing
unconditional location privacy is not always good. In the case that when a car
is stolen, the car owner definitely wants to know the location of his stolen car.
Currently some anti-theft or thief-tracing devices can be installed in the car (e.g.
GPS with GSM communication device) so that if the car is stolen, the device will
send a signal to the car owner telling about the current location of the stolen
car. Although these kind of devices can be used to trace any stolen car, the
installation and running cost are very high. It is fine for a luxury car as the cost
of the anti-theft device compared to the cost of the car itself is just negligible.
However, for some lower-end used cars, it is impractical to install such devices
where the price is comparable to the value of the used car.

The short driving range is one of the disadvantages of electric vehicles. Yet
on the other side, it provides a cheap solution to trace a stolen vehicle. As the
vehicle is required to be re-charged very frequently, charging stations can be
used to trace any stolen vehicle. If a stolen car is being re-charged at a charging
station, the charging station can report to the police or the car owner about the
location of this stolen car. It may also refuse to provide charging service to any
stolen cars.

1.1 Contributions

In this paper, we enhance the location privacy of electric vehicles at the right
time, by proposing a new payment system that provides the following privacy
related features:

Two-way Anonymous Payment: It supports anonymous payment in both di-
rections. First, the electric vehicle remains anonymous when it re-charges at any
charging station. It further supports V2G system. That is, if the car wants to
sell back its stored or solar generated electricity to the grid through the charging
station, it will receive its credit anonymously. The location privacy of the car is
protected in normal operations.

Traceability of Stolen Car: If the electric vehicle is stolen, the owner may
provide some secret information to charging stations so that next time when
the stolen car is being re-charged at any charging station, its location will be
revealed.

We argue that our system is practical, as it also provides some additional
features that can be favoured by users or supplier:

1. Prevention of Cheating User: Different from e-cash which cannot prevent
users from cheating or double-spending (it can only detect such behaviour),
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our payment system supports prevention of any cheating behaviour. If any
party does not follow the algorithms, the other party can stop providing
service immediately. This protects the supplier from being cheated. (The
difference between prevention and detection of cheating user will be further
explained in Section 1.2.)

2. Support Judging Authority (JA): In case there are some disputes be-
tween two parties (maybe due to some physical factors such as sudden break-
down of electricity supply), the affected party may submit all transactions to
a Judging Authority. The authority can reveal the identity and investigate
the situation.

3. Low Implementation Cost: Our system does not require any special secu-
rity device (e.g. different from ATM). Our security comes from cryptographic
algorithms. Our system is also efficient enough to be implemented into mo-
bile device (e.g. smart phone) for the user side.
Also different from some of the current theft-tracing anti-stolen devices, we
do not require any GPS or GSM communication. Thus the cost is much
cheaper than those devices.

4. Lost Protection of Prepaid Credit: Since our system is account based,
we support lost protection. That is, even if the user has lost his mobile device
(used for charging), the credit stored in his account cannot be used by any
party. He can regain his credit by providing some authenticated information.

We further analyze our system in security, efficiency and cost to prove that it is
practical to be used.

1.2 Existing Payment Systems

There are many different forms of existing payment systems. We examine some
of the most practical ones and explain why they are not suitable for electric
vehicles.

– Paper cash: Different from gas stations, charging stations for electric ve-
hicles are all machine operated. If they allow cash payment, the installation
costs will be very large due to high security requirement of cash machine
(similar to those for ATM). Note that currently there are many ticketing
machine installed in car parks or automatic selling machines (e.g. selling
softdrink) which can accept paper cash or coins. However, as the cost for car
park or softdrink is far less than charging electric vehicles, the physical secu-
rity requirement can be much lower. Thus although paper cash can provide
anonymity, the high installation and running cost are the main obstacles
that are disfavoured by supplier to adopt paper cash as a kind of payment
system in the charging station.

– E-cash: Alternatively, e-cash is the electronic form of paper cash which also
provides anonymity. However, e-cash is mainly used in small amount trans-
action (e.g. a few dollars) instead of large amount transaction (e.g. a few
hundred dollars) due to security and efficiency concerns. In order to support
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two-way payments, transferrable e-cash is needed and it has been shown com-
plexity of transferrable e-cash grows linearly in the number of transfer sup-
ported [8]1. Apart from that, off-line e-cash cannot provide double-spending
prevention. It can only detect double-spending and reveal the identity of the
double-spender when the electronic coins are deposited back to the bank. If a
cheating user double-spends many times before going bankrupt, the deceived
shops cannot get back the money that they deserved to have. Furthermore,
different from credit card, e-cash does not provide lost protection. No one
will put a few thousand or even a few hundred dollars in the e-wallet. Thus
e-cash is only suitable for small amount transaction. Charging for an electric
vehicle definitely does not belong to the small amount transaction category.

– Prepaid cash card or cash coupon: Prepaid cash card or cash coupon is
another common way of anonymous e-payment. However, similar to e-cash,
it does not support lost protection. Executing large amount transaction may
bring inconvenience to user: They may neither want to bring many coupons
together, nor buy the coupons or topup everyday. In addition, it also does
not fully support 2-ways transactions, which is a necessary requirement for
the future Vehicle-to-grid system.

– Paypal: Paypal is a kind of most commonly used electronic prepaid sys-
tem. However, it requires a third party (PayPal company). If the authority
colludes with the PayPal company (e.g. by telling the PayPal company the
exact time and location of a particular transaction), the user can be traced.
Thus we regard PayPal providing partial location privacy only.

– Credit card: Credit card is a widely adopted payment system for large
amount transaction instead. It also supports 2-ways transaction. Neverthe-
less, credit card is not anonymous. Due to the frequent charging requirement
for electric vehicles, location privacy will be lost by tracing the credit card
payment easily.

Note that none of the existing payment systems can support traceability of stolen
cars. We summarize the comparison of our system with some existing payment
systems in Table 1.

2 System Architecture

2.1 Entities

We consider a system which is composed of the following entities:

1. User: A user refers to an electric vehicle or driver, which depends on the
mode of operation (will be defined in next Section).

2. Supplier: It refers to the power grid company. It supplies (sells) electricity
to the cars, and also collects (buy) electricity back from the cars. It is re-
sponsible for account opening. Every user needs to obtain an account from
it and deposits some money into this account.

1 A recent approach achieve constant size transferrable e-cash, at the expense that the
user storage is linear to the number of his spent coins[9].
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Table 1. Comparison of existing payment systems

Scheme
Location Prevent. of Support Low imple- Lost 2-ways Stolen car
privacy cheating JA ment cost protect. transac. trace.

Paper cash ✓ ✓ × × × ✓ ×

Prepaid cashcard ✓ ✓ × ✓ × ̸ ×

/Cash coupon

Transferrable ✓ × ̸
a

✓ × ✓ ×

e-cash

Credit card × ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

PayPal ̸ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ×

Our system ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

a Most of the existing e-cash systems do not support judge, though some of them (e.g.
[10–13]) do support judge.

3. Judging Authority (JA): It is responsible to investigate into some dis-
puted transactions between user and power company. It has the power to
open any transaction in case of any dispute. It maybe the government au-
thority or the court.

2.2 Overall Structure

We briefly describe the overall structure of our system. It can be implemented
in two different modes:

1. Portable Mode: In the portable mode, the account unit for user is per
person. That is, if a person has more than one electric vehicles, he can use one
single account to manage all cars. The hardware device for the user interface
will be a portable device (e.g. smart phone). Note that data connectivity is
not required.
When the user is driving his car to the charging station, his portable device
will communicate with the charging station. Thus traceability of stolen car
cannot be operated under this mode. This mode maybe suitable for those
users who want to manage more than one car in a single account; or if the
car is driven by different persons everyday (e.g. taxi).

2. Embedded Mode: In the embedded mode, the account unit for user is per
car. That is, one single car has an unique account. The hardware device for
the user interface will be an In-Car-Unit.
Traceability of stolen car is supported under this mode. This maybe suitable
for those users whose car is used by themselves or their family only. Similar
to portable mode, data connectivity is not required. However, a USB storage
device (e.g. USB thumb drive) is needed in order to support traceability of
stolen car.
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Our system contains the following processes regardless of the running mode:

– Registration: The user contacts the supplier for registration and account
opening. He needs to pay a deposit for his account so that the balance
should have at least D dollars. The supplier returns a token to the user
which stores the current value of this account. The user may store this token
into his smart phone or In-Car-Unit. (The supplier may develop a new app,
or a new physical device for this.) The token is valid for a period of time
(e.g. a month). The user needs to update the token before the expiration
date.

– Charging: The user presents his token (from his smart phone) and carries an
interactive protocol with the charging station, which first checks with the grid
management server to confirm the grid capacity is fine. If the price is dynamic
(if it is within peak period the price maybe set higher) it further checks
with the grid management server for the updated price. Other than that,
the charging station works as a front-end terminal and the major
(cryptographic) computation (e.g. those involving secret key) is
done in the supplier’s billing server. It communicates with the billing
server to make sure the token is valid. If it is valid and the balance of the user
account is larger than the price of the requested service, the charging station
starts to charge the car. The user obtains an updated token with decremented
balance and stores it into the his portable device (e.g. smartphone).
The process is described in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Charging/Topup Scenario
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– Discharging or Topup: The process is similar to charging. The only difference
is that upon completion of the protocol, the user’s updated token contains
an incremented balance.

– Statement: Every statement period, the user goes to the supplier to topup
the balance in the account if it is less than D dollars and update his token.

– Tracing Stolen Car (Embedded mode): If the user’s car has been stolen, he
needs to retrieve from his backup token and sends the backup token to the
supplier. It checks whether this information is correct. If yes, in case a vehicle
using this token is being charged in any charging station, it will report to
the user and the police about the location.

– Report of Lost Token (Optional): If the user has backuped every newly gen-
erated token, in case he has lost his token (e.g. if his smart phone is stolen),
he needs to retrieve from his backup and sends the backup token to the sup-
plier. It checks whether this information is correct. If yes, it will block any
party from using his lost token. The process is similar to the report of lost
credit card.

– Open (Optional): If the user has some disputes with the supplier, he may
reveal his identity together with the corresponding transaction information
(e.g. location, time) to the JA. It may also request the supplier to provide
related information and investigate this particular transaction.

3 Primitives

In this section we first review some cryptographic primitives that will be used.

Bilinear Pairing. Bilinear pairing (or bilinear map) is a popular building block
in public key cryptography. We briefly review its property here. Let G,GT be
two cyclic groups of prime order p where p is of λ-bit for some security parameter
λ. A function ê ∶ G ×G→ GT is called a bilinear pairing if the following holds:

1. Bilinearity: For all g, h ∈ G, and a, b ∈ Zp, ê(g
a, hb
) = ê(g, h)ab.

2. Non-degeneracy: There exists g ∈ G such that ê(g, g) has order p in GT .
3. Computability: It is efficient to compute ê(g, h) for all g, h ∈ G.

Commitment. Our system uses the well known commitment scheme due to Ped-
ersen [14]. Let G be a cyclic group of prime order p and g, h be generators of G.
On input a value x ∈ Zp, the committer randomly chooses r ∈ Zp, computes and
outputs C = gxhr as a commitment of value x. To reveal the value committed in
C, the committer outputs (x, r). Everyone can test if C = gxhr. Sometimes we
say r is the opening of C with respect to x. One could extend the commitment
scheme to allow committing a tuple of elements (x1, . . . , xn) at the same time
by setting C = gx1

1 ⋯g
xn
n hr, where gi are independent generators of G.

We use CMT(x) (resp. CMT(x1, . . . , xn)) to denote a Pedersen Commitment
of a value x (resp. (x1, . . . , xn)). Note that this commitment scheme is homo-
morphic: CMT(a)∗CMT(b) gives CMT(a+ b) and the opening of the later is the
sum of that of the formers.
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BBS+ Signature. We employ the signature scheme proposed by Au et al. [15],
which is based on the schemes of Camenisch and Lysyanskaya [16] and of Boneh
et al. [17]. Their scheme is called BBS+ signature. Due to space limitation, full
description of BBS+ signature will be given in the full version of this paper [18].

Zero-knowledge Proof. A zero-knowledge proof [19] is an interactive protocol
for one party, the prover, to prove to another party, the verifier, that some
statement is true, without revealing anything other than the veracity of the
statement. We follow the notation introduced by Camenisch and Stadler [20].
For example, PK{(x) ∶ y = gx} denotes a zero-knowledge proof that the prover
knows an integer x such that the statement y = gx holds. For the details, reader
may refer to the full version of this paper [18].

4 Our Proposed System

4.1 Assumptions

As discussed, our system is constructed using cryptographic techniques and
hence, it does not depend on any proprietary hardware. Nonetheless, we would
like to re-state that security of any cryptographic algorithms depends on the
confidentiality of the secret key. Implicitly, when we state some values are to
be kept secret, we assume they are stored privately inside the user’s device. For
example, the secret value stored inside the user’s device (e.g. the smartphone)
should be kept away from the adversary. This is assumed to be achieved by ex-
ternal means, such as keeping the device to be always in possession or set it to
be password-protected.

Our system can only protect location privacy of the payment system and
when considering its physical security, it is out of the scope of this paper. For
instance, suppose a physical camera is installed in each charging station and
it records the physical identifier of the vehicle (e.g. registration plate number),
and therefore, it is obvious that location privacy cannot be maintained. This is
analogous to the use of physical money. Suppose the cash register records the
image of the payer, then it is always possible to link the payment from the user
across different locations, and therefore anonymity is no longer preserved.

We further assume that all communication channels are encrypted and au-
thenticated. When considering some attacks such as IP hijacking, distributed
denial-of-service attack, man-in-the-middle attack etc., it is out of the scope of
this paper.

4.2 High Level Description

Our construction is motivated from the reputation-based blacklistable anony-
mous authentication system [21]. Authentication in their system results in an
increase or decrease in the user reputation, which is stored at the user side. We
adapt their idea and view the reputation as the user’s balance. A top-up trans-
action is an authentication that leads to an increase in reputation. Likewise, a
charging transaction is an authentication that leads to a decrease in reputation.
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– Registration: User pays a deposit D for registration. The balance B of the
user is the value D. Supplier assigns a unique identifier I to the user. User
chooses a random number s. User sends CMT(I,B, s) to the supplier and
obtains σs which is a BBS+ signature on (I,B, s). Due to the property of
the commitment scheme, the value s remains hidden to the supplier. User
stores (σs, I,B, s) as his secret.

– Charging: The user charges his vehicle with fee v as follow. User is in pos-
session of (σs, I,B, s). He/she first checks if the balance B > v. If yes, the
user randomly chooses a number s′ and sends CMT(I), CMT(B), CMT(B −
v), CMT(s′), s to the supplier. The user proves to the supplier, in zero-
knowledge, that he/she knows four values (σs, I, B, s) such that the follow-
ing statements are true:

1. σs is a valid signature on (I,B, s)
2. CMT(I), CMT(B), CMT(B − v), CMT(s′) are formed correctly
3. B − v > 0

The supplier further checks that s has never been shown by anybody. Note
that this check is necessary as it ensures the user cannot use his previous
balance after making a payment. After that, the supplier creates a new sig-
nature σs′ on the tuple (I,B′, s′) where B′ = B − v for the user.
We stress again that in the process, all that the supplier can infer are the
commitments, but not the actual values, of I, B, B − v, s′, and thus the
user’s identity remains hidden.

– Discharging or Topup: Discharging or topup the balance is similar to the
Charging process. User is in possession of (σs, I,B, s). Let say the topup
amount is v. The user chooses a new random number s′ and sends CMT(I),
CMT(B), CMT(s′), s to the supplier. The user proves to the supplier, in
zero-knowledge, that he/she knows four values (σs, I, B, s) such that the
following statements are true:

1. σs is a valid signature on (I,B, s)
2. CMT(I), CMT(B), CMT(s′) are formed correctly

The supplier further checks that s has never been shown by anybody. After
that, the supplier creates CMT(B+v) from CMT(B) and v and issues a new
signature σs′ on the tuple (I,B′, s′) where B′ = B + v for the user.

– Statement: Every statement period, the user sends (I, B, s) to the supplier,
along with a proof that he has a signature σs on the tuple (I,B, s). The
supplier further checks s has never been shown by anybody. The user pays the
amount d such that D = B +d. The user then sends CMT(s′) to the supplier
and obtains a new signature σs′ from the supplier which is a signature on
(I,D, s′).

– Tracing Stolen Car: (Embedded mode) Assume the user has done a backup
for every newly generated token. In case of his car being stolen, the user
could report to the supplier immediately and present the value s so that the
use of the stolen device could be identified. Any charging station receiving
this s in the future will terminate the service and report to the user and the
police.
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– Report of Lost Token: (Optional) Assume the user has done a backup for
every newly generated token. In case of losing the token (e.g. iPod has been
lost or stolen), the user could report to the supplier immediately and present
the value s so that the use of the stolen device could be identified. Then, a
new token containing the same balance could be issued to the user easily.
Further details are discussed in Section 5.

– Open: (Optional) Observe that the user secret after each operations contains
the same identifier I and that I is either sent in plain (in the statement
protocol) or in the commitment CMT(I) (in all other protocols). Suppose
we replace the function CMT(I) with an encryption of I under the public
key of a trusted party called judge, that party would be capable of revealing
the identifier of the user in any transactions. Further details are discussed in
Section 5.

4.3 Detailed Description

We first describe our system under the portable mode. Later we will show how
to modify it into the embedded mode.

Portable Mode

– System Setup: Let ê ∶ G×G→ GT be a bilinear map as discussed. In practice,
we could use asymmetric pairing (such as type D pairing) for better space
efficiency. G will be chosen so that it is of prime order p where p is of length
λ, the security parameter. Let g, g0, g1, g2, g3 ∈R G. The supplier randomly
picks γ ∈R Zp and computes w = gγ . The system parameter is param =
(G,GT , ê, g, g0, g1, g2, g3,w) and the secret key of the supplier is γ.

– Registration: Each user is assigned a unique identity I in the system. In
practice, this could be his driver license number. Let D be the deposit. The
user engages the supplier and enrolls into the system as follow.

1. The user randomly picks y′, s ∈R Zp, computes and sends C = gy
′

0 gs3 to

the supplier, along with the following proof: PK1{(y
′, s) ∶ C = gy

′

0 gs3}.
PK1 assures the supplier that the value C is computed correctly. Precise
description of the proof (and subsequent proofs) will be given in the full
version of this paper [18].

2. The supplier randomly picks y′′, e ∈R Zp, computes A = (Cggy
′′

0 gI1g
D
2 )

1
e+γ

and returns (A,y′′, e) to the user.

3. The user computes y = y′+y′′ and checks if ê(A,wge)
?
= ê(ggy0g

I
1g

D
2 gs3, g).

User parses σs = (A,e, y) and stores a four tuple (σs, I,D, s). Note that
σs is a BBS+ signature on the tuple (I,D, s).

The registration protocol is shown in figure 2.
– Charging: Let v be the value of the transaction. The user parses his storage

as (σ̃s ∶= (Ã, ẽ, ỹ), I, B̃, s̃) and checks if B̃ − v ≥ 0. Next, they engages in the
following protocol.
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Fig. 2. Registration

1. The user randomly picks y′, s ∈R Zp, computes and sends C = gy
′

0 gI1g
B̃
2 gs3

as well as s̃ to the supplier, along with the following proof: PK2{(Ã, ẽ, ỹ, I,

B̃, y′, s) ∶ C = gy
′

0 gI1g
B̃
2 gs3 ∧ ê(Ã,wgẽ) = ê(ggỹ0g

I
1g

B̃
2 gs̃3, g) ∧D ≥ B̃ − v ≥ 0}.

2. The supplier checks that s̃ has never been used2 and randomly picks

y′′, e ∈R Zp, computes A = (Cggy
′′

0 g−v2 )
1

e+γ and returns (A,y′′, e) to the
user.

3. The user computes y = y′ + y′′, B = B̃ − v and checks if ê(A,wge)
?
=

ê(ggy0g
I
1g

B
2 gs3, g). User parses σs = (A,e, y) and stores a four tuple (σs, I,

B, s). Note that σs is a BBS+ signature on the tuple (I,B, s).

The charging protocol is shown in figure 3.

– Topup: Let v be the topup value. The user parses his storage as (σ̃s ∶=

(Ã, ẽ, ỹ), I, B̃, s̃) and checks if B̃ + v ≤ D. We assume D is the maximum
account balance. Next, they engages in the following protocol.

1. The user randomly picks y′, s ∈R Zp, computes and sends C = gy
′

0 gI1g
B̃
2 gs3

as well as s̃ to the supplier, along with the following proof: PK3{(Ã, ẽ, ỹ, I,

B̃, y′, s) ∶ C = gy
′

0 gI1g
B̃
2 gs3 ∧ ê(Ã,wgẽ) = ê(ggỹ0g

I
1g

B̃
2 gs̃3, g) ∧D ≥ B̃ + v ≥ 0}.

2. The supplier checks that s̃ has never been used and randomly picks

y′′, e ∈R Zp, computes A = (Cggy
′′

0 gv2)
1

e+γ and returns (A,y′′, e) to the
user.

2 The practical issue of the checking process will be described in the full version of
this paper [18].
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Fig. 3. Charging

3. The user computes y = y′ + y′′, B = B̃ + v and checks if ê(A,wge)
?
=

ê(ggy0g
I
1g

B
2 gs3, g). User parses σs = (A,e, y) and stores a four tuple (σs, I,

B, s). Note that σs is a BBS+ signature on the tuple (I,B, s).
– Statement: The user parses his storage as (σ̃s ∶= (Ã, ẽ, ỹ), I, B̃, s̃) and pays

v =D− B̃ to settle his account. Next, they engages in the following protocol.

1. The user randomly picks y′, s ∈R Zp, computes and sends C = gy
′

0 gs3 as

well as s̃, I, B̃ to the supplier, along with the following proof: PK4{(Ã, ẽ,

ỹ, y′, s) ∶ C = gy
′

0 gs3 ∧ ê(Ã,wg
ẽ
) = ê(ggỹ0g

I
1g

B̃
2 gs̃3, g)}.

2. The supplier checks that s̃ has never been used and randomly picks

y′′, e ∈R Zp, computes A = (Cggy
′′

0 gI1g
D
2 )

1
e+γ and returns (A,y′′, e) to the

user.
3. The user computes y = y′+y′′ and checks if ê(A,wge)

?
= ê(ggy0g

I
1g

D
2 gs3, g).

User parses σs = (A,e, y) and stores a four tuple (σs, I,D, s). Note that
σs is a BBS+ signature on the tuple (I,D, s).

The statement protocol is shown in figure 4.

Embedded Mode: In embedded mode, all operations are the same, except that
on the user side operations are run in the In-Car-Unit instead of the portable
device. We assume this In-Car-Unit is tamper resistance in order to support
tracing of stolen car.
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Fig. 4. Statement

In order to support traceability of stolen car, the user needs to backup the
newly generated token after each operation (including Registration, Charging,
Topup, Statement) into his backup device (e.g. USB thumb drive).

Tracing Stolen Car: In case the car is stolen and the user wants to trace his stolen
car, he can reveal his token {(A,e, y), I,D, s} to the supplier (and all charging
stations). Any charging station receiving the token containing s in the future
will refuse to provide service and report to the user and the police immediately
since that means the stolen car is at that charging station requesting a service.

Note that this requires the user to report the lost before the thief makes a
recharge. In this aspect it is similar to credit card. In our extension described
in Section 5.3, we discuss how the thief can be traced even if he/she makes a
recharge before the user’s report.

5 Extensions

5.1 Incorporating Token Expiry

In our basic construction, token never expires and the supplier needs to store
all the s forever. An expiration mechanism can be incorporated easily. Let
H ∶ {0,1}∗ → G be a collision-resistant hash function. Let T ∈ {0,1}∗ be the iden-
tifier of the current time period. In practice, T could be the bit string Jan2012,
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Feb2012, etc. The public parameter g1, g2, g3 in param is replaced with the hash
function H .

Let Tj be the current period and Tj+1 be the next period. For example, Tj =

Jan2012 and Tj+1 = Feb2012. In the protocols, the value gi will be replaced with
H(T, i) for i = 1 to 3. At the end of period Tj , all users will contact the supplier
in the statement protocol. During the execution of the protocol, gi = H(Tj+1, i)
will be used in the computation of the value A. Thus, in period Tj+1, the user
will be using gi =H(Tj+1, i) for charging and topup and the previous token will
not be usable.

Fig. 5. Timeline demonstrating the expiration mechanism

Of course, to accommodate the user who executes the statement protocol
before the end of Tj , both gi = H(Tj, i) and gi = H(Tj+1, i) will be accepted at
the end of period Tj . Fig.5 illustrates our idea. This extension does not alter the
efficiency of our system.

5.2 Incorporating Judge (Open Operation)

Sometimes giving user too much privacy is not preferable. Thus, it is natural
to introduce an external entity to the system, called judge, which is capable of
identifying the user in all transactions. The judge would be trusted to exhibit
its power in appropriate situation only, for example, under the court order. To
introduce this additional feature, we review another cryptographic tool called
verifiable encryption.

Verifiable Encryption. A verifiable encryption scheme is a public key encryp-
tion scheme with an additional feature. In its basic form, it allows a prover to
prove to a verifier that the plaintext PT encrypted in a known ciphertext CT
under the public key of a third party PKE satisfies some binary relation R.
The concept of verifiable encryption was introduce in [22]. In [23], it has been
shown that any public key encryption scheme can be turned into a verifiable
encryption scheme for all relation having a 3-move proof-of-knowledge protocol
(as known as honest verifier zero-knowledge protocol). An efficient construction
of such primitive has been proposed in [24].
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Introducing Judge in Our System. Let PKE be the public key of the

judge. Recall that in all our protocols, user is required to send C = gy
′

0 gI1g
B̃
2 gs3 (or

C = gy
′

0 gs3 in case B̃ and I are sent in plain in registration and statement). In our
extension, a user is required to produce a ciphertext CT which is the encryption
of (y′, I, B̃, s) under the public key PKE, and produces a proof that CT is the
encryption of the correct values with respect to C. In this case, the judge can
always decrypt CT and obtains the values (y′, I, B̃, s) and traces the action of
the user.

The most efficient verifiable encryption due to [24] has a message space of
Zn, where n is the product of two primes. One subtlety arises since the values
(y′, I, B̃, s) in our basic construction are treated as elements of Zp. Direct com-
bination of the two would not be secure since a cheating user can encrypt his
identity as I + kp for some integer k and produce a proof that he has encrypted
his identity. The decrypted value from the Judge would be I + kpmod n, which
may not be I mod p. To make it compatible with our system, we can change our
groups of prime order p to groups of composite number n. This change, however,
would make the pairing operation rather inefficient. The reason is that ∣p∣ = 170
would offer a similar security compared with ∣n∣ = 1024.

A more effective alternative is to employ the signature scheme [25] instead
of BBS+ if judge is introduced in our system3, which works in a cyclic group
of unknown order. In that case, (y′, I, B̃, s) are all treated as integers within a
specific range and the above attack is not possible.

5.3 Report of Lost Token/ Tracing Stolen Car

The user token is completely software-based. The user should backup his secret
(σs, I,B, s) in another USB storage device after each recharge or topup. He
sends the token to the supplier to report his lost. The supplier checks whether
it is a valid one. If yes, it extracts the value s and blocks any future transaction
involving s. The supplier also issues a new token to the user using Statement
operation associated with his remaining balance. This process is similar to the
traceability of stolen car described in the Section 4.3.

In the case of the lost token (or the lost car in the embedded mode) that
has been used by the thief already for recharge, it still could be located. In this
situation, the judge will open all transactions within the range of the electric
vehicle and look for the identity of the lost token/vehicle. Hence, the lost token
can still be traced.

6 Practicality Analysis

Due to space limitaion, efficiency, cost and security analysis data of our scheme
will be given in the full version of this paper [18].

3 In other words, BBS+ is more efficient in systems without the need of a Judge. With
judge, [25] will be more efficient.
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7 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we presented a mechanism to enhance location privacy for electric
vehicles. Our proposed solution provides an anonymous payment system with
privacy protection support. In the case where traceability is required, such as
when the electric vehicle is stolen, this feature can also be provided. Hence, our
solution provides location privacy enhancement at the right time, which will
make the adoption of electric vehicles practical.

Our system provides an option to incorporate a judge who can open all trans-
actions in case of any dispute. Currently the judge cannot selectively open a
particular user but to open every user’s transactions. We leave it as an open
problem to allow the judge selectively open a particular user while keeping oth-
ers unopened.

We also note that the scheme described in this paper is specifically designed
for electric vehicles. However, we do not eliminate the possibility to apply our
scheme (or modified version) in other environments if they find it suitable.
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